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Abstract 
Improved bounds on the performance of the on-line graph coloring algorithm First-Fit on 
interval graphs are obtained. 
1. Introduction 
For our purposes, an interval order is a collection I of closed intervals of the real line 
with the order relation i < j iff the right end point of i is less than the left end point ofj. 
The comparability graph of I is the co-interval graph on the vertex set I with adjacency 
defined by i ~ j iff i c~j = 0. Similarly, the co-comparability graph of I is the interval 
graph on the vertex set I with adjacency defined by i ~ j iff i c~j :/: 0. We shall denote 
interval orders, interval graphs, and co-interval graphs by their set of intervals. 
An on-line graph G ~ is a graph G whose vertices are ordered by ,~. Such an 
ordering is called a presentation. First-Fit is the graph coloring algorithm which 
considers the vertices of an on-line graph G ~ in the order ,~ and colors each vertex 
x with the least color h(x) e { 1, 2 .... } such that, ify ~ x, then h(y) v~ h(x), for all y ,~ x. 
We let h(G ~) denote the number of colors that First-Fit uses to color G ". First-Fit is 
the simplest example of an on-line coloring algorithm. An on-line coloring algorithm 
A is an algorithm which colors each vertex x of an on-line graph G " based only on 
information about G"[Vx], the on-line graph induced by the set of vertices 
Vx = {y: y<<x or y = x}. The number of colors that A uses to color G '~ is denoted 
by ZA (G ~ ). 
For a graph G let co(G), a(G), and z(G) denote the clique number of G, the 
independence number of G, and the chromatic number of G, respectively. The 
neighborhood of a vertex v e F is N(v) = {x ~ F: v ~ x}. The First-Fit chromatic 
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number h(G) of G is the maximum of h(G 4) over all presentations ,~. The First-Fit 
chromatic number h(F) of a class of graphs F is the maximum of h(G) over all G e F. 
Similarly xA(G) is the maximum of x~(G 4) over all presentations <~, XA(F) is the 
maximum of xA(G) over all G e F, and the on-line chromatic number Xon(F) of F is the 
minimum of zA(G) over all on-line coloring algorithms A. 
We are interested in the performance of First-Fit on various classes of graphs. All 
comparability and co-comparability graphs are perfect, so their chromatic numbers 
are bounded by their clique numbers. However the on-line chromatic number of the 
class of trees is unbounded. Since trees are special cases of comparability graphs 
with clique number two, in general the First-Fit chromatic number of compara- 
bility graphs cannot be bounded in terms of clique number. On the other hand, 
Gy/trffis and Lehel [4] have shown that First-Fit uses at most 2o9(G) - 1 colors on 
any co-chordal graph G. Since interval graphs are chordal, this bound applies to 
co-interval graphs. Here we note that no on-line algorithm can beat this bound on 
co-interval graphs. 
Theorem 1.1. For any on-line algorithm A and any positive integer k, there exists an 
on-line co-interval graph G ~ such that o3(G) = k and xA(G 4) >>. 2m(G 4) _ 1. 
Very recently Kierstead et al. [9] have proved that the on-line chromatic number of 
co-comparability graphs is bounded in terms of their clique number. However the 
bound is astronomical; moreover the First-Fit chromatic number of co-comparability 
graphs is not bounded in terms of their clique number [6]. Interval graphs are much 
better behaved. Kierstead and Trotter [11] proved that Xo~(G) ~< 30 - 2, for every 
interval graph G. Kierstead [7] answered a question of Woodall [13] by showing 
that the First-Fit chromatic number of h(G)<~ 40o~, for every interval graph G; 
previously Chrobak and Slusarek [2] had constructed on-line interval graphs G 4 
with h(G 4) > 4.4co. With the aid of a computer the Chrobak-Slusarek technique 
yields slightly stronger bounds, but they are still less than 4.5~. We shall prove the 
following result. 
Theorem 1.2. For every interval graph G, h(G) <<. 25.72co(G). 
We will use the following terminology, first introduced by Gyfirffis and Lehel, to 
discuss a First-Fit coloring a graph. A wall is a pair W = (G, h), where G is a graph and 
h is a proper vertex coloring of G, such that for all verticesj and colors ~, with ~ < h(j), 
there exists a vertex i such that i ~ j and h(i) = ~. In this case we say that i supportsj. 
'Note that h is just the coloring of G produced by First-Fit if the vertices of G are 
presented so that i comes before j, whenever h(i)< h(j). Let h(W)= max{h(x): 
x e V(G)}. We may refer to h(W) as the height of the wall W. We may also write og(W) 
for ~o(G). Let W[s, tJ = {i e V: s ~ h(i) ~ t}, W(s,t] = {i e V: s < h(i) <~ t}, and 
W(C) = {i e V(G): h(i) ~ C} where C is a set of positive integers. We may refer to 
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a color class W({s}) as a level, and abuse notation by writing W(s). The level W(s) is 
lower than the level W(t) if s < t. If S is contained in II, then a subwall W' = (G', h') of 
W is induced by S if W' is a minimal wall such that S ~ V(G') ~ V(G), ij ~ E(G') iff 
ij ~ E(G), for all i,j ~ V', and h'(i) = h(i), for all i e II'. 
Gyfirf/ts and Lehel [5] introduced the following classification scheme for walls. Let 
W be a wall. For any vertex i in HI, the upper neighborhood of i is defined to be 
N+(i) = {j e W: j ,,, i and h(i) < h(j)}. The wall W is said to be type p if for every 
vertex i in HI, ct(N+(i)) <<, p. Note that ifa wall is type p, then it is type q for every q > p. 
We call a type p wall a p-wall for short. This classification is especially interesting 
when the underlying raph is an interval graph. 
Lemma 13 (Gyfirf~s and Lehel [5]). For every wall W = (G, h) such that G is an 
interval graph, there is a 3-wall W' such that ta(W') <~ og(W) and h(W') = h(W). 
The lemma was proved by showing that, working down from the top of W, any 
interval i in W such that ~(N ÷ (i)) > 3, can be replaced by two intervals il and i2 such 
that (1) N+( i )c  N+(iOwN+(i2), (2) ~(N+(is))< ~(N+(i)), and (3) h(is)= h(0, for 
s= 1,2. 
Thus to bound the First-Fit chromatic number of interval graphs in terms of their 
clique size, one need only consider the height of 3-walls. In fact it is hard to imagine 
that a minimal extremal example will have type greater than one. All lower bounds 
have been derived from 1-walls. Gyfirffis and Lehel [5] proved that 1-walls of interval 
graphs have height at most 24¢,. Here we prove the following result. 
Theorem 1.4. I f  G is an interval graph and W = (G, h) is a 1-wall, then h(14I) <~ 8o~. 
Our interest in analyzing First-Fit is mostly theoretical. The reader is referred to 
1-10] for other results on the performance of First-Fit. However the performance of
First-Fit on interval graphs has implications for the NP-complete problem Dynamic 
Storage Allocation (DSA), which is stated in [3]. Let F(og) be the class of interval 
graphs with clique number to. As was pointed out independently b Woodall [12] and 
Chrobak and Slusarek [2], there is a polynomial time approximation algorithm, 
which uses First-Fit coloring of interval graphs as a subroutine, and whose perfor- 
mance ratio is at most 2h(F(~o))/to <~ 51.44 (by Theorem 1.2). Later Kierstead [8] 
obtained a polynomial time approximation algorithm for DSA with a performance 
ratio of 6, by replacing First-Fit with a modified version of the on-line algorithm in 
[11]. However, this algorithm will have performance ratio 6 on most inputs, whereas 
the Woodall algorithm using First-Fit is likely to have a smaller performance ratio on 
most inputs. Thus determining better upper bounds for the First-Fit chromatic 
number of interval graphs still has implications for DSA. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prove Theorems 1.1. In 
Section 3 we present some preliminary lemmas for the proofs of Theorems 1.2 and 1.4. 
Theorem 1.4 is proved in Section 4 and Theorem 1.2 is proved in Section 5. 
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2. Co-interval graphs 
In this section we show that First-Fit is an optimal on-line algorithm for coloring 
co-interval graphs. The Gy~rf/~s-Lehel result on co-chordal graphs stated above 
establishes an upper bound on the performance of First-Fit, which is optimal by 
Theorem 1.1. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We argue by induction on k. If k = 1, the result is trivial, so 
assume that the result holds for k ~< s. We define G ~ as follows. The first three 
intervals of G ~ are il = [ - oo, - 13 <~ i2 = [ - -  1, 11 <~ i3 = [1, oo3. The on-line al- 
gorithm A must assign different colors to il and i 3. Suppose the color of ix is ct and the 
color of i 3 is ft. Without loss of generality A colors i2 with ? ~ ft. Applying the 
induction hypothesis loosely, we can easily finish the argument. Let 
H ~= {i4 <~ ... ~ i,} be an on-line co-interval graph such that o~(H)= s and 
zA(H ~ ) = 2s -- 1. Furthermore, assume that all intervals in H are less than i2. Then 
all intervals of H are adjacent o i 2 and i 3. Thus none of the colors that A uses on H are 
in {fl, y} and zA(G ~) = 2s + 1, where G ~ = {i~ ,~ ... ,~ in}. Clearly og(G) = s + 1, so 
we are done. 
To make the above choice of H ~ by the induction hypothesis precise, we argue as 
follows. Let A -  be the on-line algorithm which colors an interval [21,pl] of and 
on-line co-interval graph F ~ = {[-,~I, P l ]  '~ "'" '~ ['~n, Pn]} with the same color that 
A would color the interval [21-  p, p i -p ]  in the on-line co-interval graph 
D(F ~ ) = {i~ ~ i 2 <~ i 3 <~ [-)~i - -  P, P~ - -  P]  ~. "'" '~ ['~n --  P,P, - P]}, where p = r + 2 
and r is the largest right end point of H. By the induction hypothesis, there exists an 
on-line co-interval graph H ~ such that ~o(H) ~< s and A - uses 2s - 1 colors to color 
H ~ and thus A uses 2s - 1 colors to color the intervals, each less than i2, which are 
presented after i 3. [] 
3. Lemmas 
In this section we introduce some basic lemmas concerning walls formed from 
interval graphs, which will be used in the next two sections to analyze First-Fit 
coloring of interval graphs. Let G be an interval graph. The density of a real number 
r e R in G, is d(r) = I{i e G: r e i} I. Thus og(G) = max{d(r): r e R}. If i is an interval in 
R, then the density d(i) of i in G is d(i) = min {d(r): r ~ i}. I fH  c G, we write d(r/H) and 
d(i/H) for the densities of r and i in H, respectively. 
The most basic lemma for walls formed from interval graphs, which has appeared 
many times, is the following. 
Lemma 3.1. Let G be an interval graph and W = (G, h) be a wall. I f  Q is a clique in G, 
then there exists an interval i ~ Q such that d(i/Q) >1 I QI/2. 
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To find i, alternately remove the intervals of Q with the smallest left end point and 
largest right end point. The last interval to be removed is i. 
The next lemma is the key to proving strong bounds for type l-walls. 
Lemma 3.2. Let G be an interval graph and W = (G, h) be a 1-wall with h(W) > t. 
Suppose il < i2 < i3 are intervals in W(t,h (W)]. Then there exists a wall W' c W[-1, t] 
of height t such that every interval of  W'  is strictly between ix and i 3. 
Proof. Let W' be a minimal induced subwall of W such that for every r ~< t, there 
exists an interval j in W' such that j is adjacent to i2 and h(j) = r. We show by 
induction on s that i f j  is an interval in W' such that h(j) = t - s then j is strictly 
between ix and i 3. If h(j) = t, then since W' is minimal, j is adjacent o i2. Then, since 
Wis a 1-wall, j is between ix and i3. If h(j) < t, then since W' is minimal, there exists 
an interval i in W' such that j is adjacent o i and h(j) < h(i). Thus by the induction 
hypothesis, i is strictly between it and i3. Again, since W' is a 1-wall, j must be between 
i x and i 3. [] 
Our  last lemma is needed for the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
Lemma 3.3. Let G be an interval graph, W = (G, h) be a z-wall and i be an interval in G. 
Suppose that for all colors s < h(i), IN(i)c~ W(s)l <~ m. Then ct(N(i)c~ W[1, h(i)) <. 
z(m -- 1) + 3. 
Proof. Suppose I c N(i) n W[1, h(i)) is an independent set. Choose an intervalj  from 
I such that h(j) = fl is an small as possible. Let I1 = {x e I: x < j} and I2 = {x e I: 
j < x}. Let it be the least interval in 11 and i2 be the greatest interval in I2. Notice that 
every interval x in Ix is adjacent or equal to some interval y, which is less than j and 
colored fl; moreover if x # ix then y ,~ i. Similarly every interval x in /2 is adjacent or 
equal to some interval y, which is greater thanj  and colored fl; moreover i fx # i2, then 
y ,-~ i. Let 1'1 = 11 - {ix} and I~ = 12 - -  {i2}. Let Qx = {y e N(i) n W(fl): y ,-, x for 
some x e Ix} and Q2 = {y e N(i) n W(fl): y -~ x for some x e I2}. Then every interval 
in I', is supported by an interval in Q, for n e {1, 2}. Since Qt, {J}, and Q2 are pairwise 
disjoint subsets of W(fl), IQll + 1 + IQ21 ~< m. Since w is a z-wall, each interval 
y e W(fl) supports at most • intervals in I. Thus 
III ~ 1 + I/'11 + 1 + Ilhl + 1 ~ 1 + ~IQI[ + 1 + zlQ21 + 1 ~< z(m - 1) + 3. 
Since I was any independent set, this completes the proof. [] 
4. 1-walls 
In this section we prove Theorem 1.4. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.4. We argue by induction on t = h(W). If t = 1, the result is 
trivial, so assume that the theorem is true for all walls of height less than t. 
Let k be the largest positive integer such that there exists a clique Q of size 
k in W(t -  2k, t]. Clearly k >~ 2, since W(t -  2, t] contains two adjacent intervals. 
By Lemma 3.1 there exists an interval i *•  Q such that d(i*/Q)>1 k/2. Let S = 
N(i*) c~ W(t - 3k, t - 2k] and T = N(i*) c~ W(t - 4k, t - 3k]. We consider three cases. 
Case 1: ~(S) = 1. Then S is contained in a clique Q' c W(t - 3k, t], which also 
contains at least half the elements of Q. But then I Q'I >~ 3/2k, which contradicts the 
choice of k. 
Case 2: ~(S w Tu  Q)/> 3. Then S w Tw Q contains three intervals il < i2 < i3, 
each of which is adjacent to i*. By Lemma 3.2, i2 is supported by a wall 
W'= W[1 , t -  4k-] such that h(W' )= t -  4k and every interval in W' is strictly 
between il and ia, and thus adjacent o i*. Then to(W') + k/2 <<. to(W) and so by the 
induction hypothesis: 
h(W) = h(W')  + 4k <~ 8(to(W') + k/2) <~ 8to(W). 
Case 3: Neither Case 1 nor Case 2. Then S w Q is the union of two cliques $1 w Q1 
and $2 w Q2, where $1,$2 c S, QI, Q2 c Q, and some interval of $1 u Qx is less than 
some interval of $2 w Q2. Let il be the interval of $1 w Q~ with the smallest right end 
point and i2 be the interval of S2uQ2 with the largest left end point. Let 
Px = {i e S w Q: i < i2} and P2 = {i • S w Q: i~ < i}. Note that k/2 < Iesl, for s = 1, 2: 
Since (SuQ) -Ps  is a clique of size at least 2k- IPs l ,  by the choice of Q, 
2(2k - levi) < 3k, and thus k/2 < levi. Letj~ be the interval of P~ with the largest left 
end point and j2 be the interval of P2 with the smallest right end point. Then (1) 
d( j JQ w S) > k/2, for s = 1, 2. Since W is a 1-wall, any interval of T which is adjacent 
tojs is not adjacent to i3- s for s = 1,2. Thus (2) no interval i of Tis adjacent o both 
j~ and J2, for otherwise i1 < i < i2, contradicting not Case 2. 
Let T* = (N( j l )  w N(i*) u N(j2)) n W(t - 4k, t - 3k]. Using (2), ~(T*) > 1 and 
I T*I ~> 2k, since Ja and j2 must be supported by distinct intervals at each of the levels 
from t -4k+l  to t -3k .  Thus I S~T*uQI>>.4k .  If a(SuT*uQ)=2,  then 
S u T* w Q contains a clique of size 2k, but this would contradict the choice of Q. 
Thus ~(S w T* u Q) >t 3. Let {ma < mE < m3} be an independent set in S u T* w Q. 
Using (1), d(j l  u i* u j2 /S  w Q) >1 k/2 and j l  w i* u j2 is clearly an interval (not neces- 
sarily in W) adjacent o ml, m2, and m3. Thus by Lemma 3.2, there exists a wall 
W' c W[1, t - 4k] such that h(W')  = t - 4k and every interval in W' is strictly 
between ml and m3, and thus adjacent toi l ,  i*, or j2. Then to(W') + k/2 <~ to(W), and 
as in Case 2 we are done by the induction hypothesis. [] 
5. Arbitrary walls 
In this section we prove Theorem 1.2. One reason for writing out a careful proof is 
that we would like to see improved bounds. We believe it likely that some new ideas 
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combined with our basic approach will achieve a stronger bound. Before beginning 
the proof we review the techniques which have been used previously to bound the 
height of walls of terms of clique number. 
Let G be an interval graph and W = (G, h) a wall of height t. Woodall showed that 
h(W)  ~ toE(G) as follows. Consider one of the highest intervals il in W. In some sense, 
il has high potential (height) and low density. In the next 2t 1/2 - 3 lower levels, there 
exist either at least t 1/2 - -  1 intervals, which contain the left end point of il at least 
t 1/2 - -  1 intervals which contain the right end point of i~, or an interval i 2 c i 1. In the 
first two cases we are done, since the t 1/2 intervals which contain the same end point of 
i~ form a clique. In the third case  i 2 has slightly lower potential, but higher density, 
than il. In the next 2t 1/2 - 5 lower levels there exist either t1/2 - 2 intervals, which 
contain the left end point of i~, t 1/2 - -  2 intervals, which contain the right end point of 
i2 ,  o r  an interval ia c i 2. Again we are done if either of the first two cases hold. 
Otherwise we have a new interval i3 with reasonably high potential and higher 
density. Continuing in this fashion we either find a clique containing an end point of 
some it, or we construct a clique {i~ ~ i 2 c . . .  ~ it1,2 ). Notice that this shows that 
every interval i is in a clique of size hl/2(i). 
The disadvantage of the above argument is that once a clique is built using an end 
point of an interval we stop. Just improved an argument of Gyfirf~is and Lehel [5] as 
follows. Suppose f (n)  is the least t such that any wall W = (G, h), with G an interval 
graph, satisfied to(G)/> n, if h(W) >1 t. We show that f(3n) ~< 2f(2n) + 4n, and thus 
f (n)  = O(n log n). There exists a 2n-clique Q in the topf(2n) levels. By Lemma 3.1 there 
exists an interval i e Q such that d(i/Q) >t n. We view i as having both relatively high 
potential and relatively high density. In the bottom f(2n) + 4n levels there exist either 
2n intervals which contain the left end point of i, 2n intervals which contain the right 
end point of i, or a wall of height f(2n). In any case, there is a 2n-clique Q' in the 
bottomf(2n) + 4n levels, all of whose members contain a point of i. Since the density 
of i in the top f(2n) is at least n, this gives a 3n-clique in G. 
Kierstead [7] introduced the notion of centrality defined below to improve the 
above argument and obtain a linear bound on fi Very roughly the idea was to use 
both height and centrality in evaluating the potential of an interval. In the proof of 
Theorem 1.2 this idea is implimented more carefully to obtain a bound. 
Let H be a subgraph of an interval graph G and let i be an interval in G. Let 
a(i/H) = ~(L), where L = {j ~ H: j < i} and b(i/H) = ~(g), where, g = {j ~ H: j > i}. 
The centrality c(i/H) of /w i th  respect o H is min{a(i/H), b(i/H)}. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Without loss of generality, we assume that W= (G,h) is 
a 3-wall. Suppose N = (nl . . . . .  nk) is a k-sequence of positive integers and I = (i~ ..... i~) 
is a k-sequence of intervals in G. Let Nm = {n~ ..... ns} and Is = {i1 ..... is}, for 
1 ~ m~ k. The norm of N is INI =Y~t<~i~kn~. For a positive integer b and real 
number q satisfying 0 < q < 1, define: 
(a) n0=0,  xs=bZo~<i~<sni, for0~<m~<k; 
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(b) Xr~+~ = W(t -- x~, t - -  Xm + (1 -- q)bnm], 
Ym+ l = W(t -- x,, -- qbnm+ l, t - x,,'], and 
Z ,+I  = Xm+l W Y~+I, for 0 ~< m < k; 
(c) Cm+ 1 = c(i~+ l/N(i,~) c~ Zm+ 1) and 
dm= d(im/Zm), for 1 ~< m ~< k. 
The pair (N, I) is admissible if the following conditions hold for 1 ~< m ~< k: 
(i) i .~Z~;  
(ii) c~/>3 i fm>l ;  
(iii) n,, >~ n,,_ 1 qCm- 3 if m ~> 1; 
(iv) d,, >/n,,. 
Suppose (N, 1) is admissible and h(W) <~ Xk. Since C(im+ 1/N(im)c~ Zm+ 1) >1 3 > 1, 
for m > 1, ik c ... ~ i2 ~ i~. Also, ZinZ j  = 0 if i # j .  Thus d(ik/W) >t d~ + ... + 
dk >>- INI. Therefore, h(W)  <~ Xk = blNI <~ bog(W). Thus it suffices to show that for 
b = 25.72 and some q, there exists an admissible pair (N, I )  with h(W)  <<. blNI. If i is 
the highest interval in G, then the pair ((1), (i)) is admissible. Thus it suffices to show 
that if (N, I )  is an admissible pair with b[NI < h(W), then there exists another 
admissible pair (N' , I ' )  such that IN[ < [N'I. The new admissible pair (N', I ' )  will be 
constructed by applying one of the three operations, Extension, Replacement, and 
Contraction to (N,I). The rest of the proof consists of defining these operations, 
determining sufficient conditions for them to yield admissible pairs with larger norm, 
and checking that if blNI < h(W),  then one of these conditions holds. If we have 
defined a pair of k-sequences (N', I'), we write Xm, Y'~, and Zm for X~, Ym, and Zm, 
calculated with respect o (N', I'). 
Extension: Let i be an interval in A = N( ik)n  Xk+l,  d = d(i/A), and c = c(i/A)). 
Define E(N, I )  = (N ^ d, I A i) = (N',I'). Trivially, Xk+ ~ c Z'k+ ~. Thus both E(N, I )  
is an admissible pair and IN[ < I N'I if 
(E) d >>. nkq c-a and c/> 3. 
Replacement: Let i be an interval in B = N( ik_ l )n (ZkwS~+l ) ,  d = d(i/B), and 
c = c(i/B). Define R(N, I )  = (Nk-1 A d, Ik - i  A i) = (N',I'). We claim that both (N', I ' )  
is admissible and I NI < I N'I if 
(R) nk/q<~d and e i therc~>max{3,Ck-1}ork= 1. 
To show that B c Z~,, we must show that Yk u X k ÷ 1 (7. Y~k" This follows immediately 
from nk/q <<. n'k, which also assures that INI < IN'I. It remains to check (iii) for k > 1: 
n'k >~ nk/q >1 (nk- lqCk-- 3)/q >~ nk- lq (ck-1)-3 >~ nk- l q c-3. 
Contraction: Let i be an interval in C = N(ik-2)c~ (Zk-1 u Zk U Xk+ 1), d = d(i/C), 
c = c(i/C). Define C (N, 1) = (Nk- 2 A d, 1k- 2 ^  i) = (N', I'). We claim that both (N', I') 
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is admissible and IN I<  I N'I if 
(C) d = n'k- l >l (nk- l + nk)/q and i c ik_ l. 
To show that C c Z~_ 1, we must show that Yk- 1 ~ Zk U Xk+ 1 c Y~_ 1. This follows 
immediately from n'k- 1 >>- (nk- 1 + nk)/q, which also implies that I N I < I N' I. Condition 
(ii) is satisfied since i c ik-1. It remains to check (iii) for k > 1: 
n'k-1 >>- (nk-1 + nk)/q ~ nk-1 >i nk-2q ck , -3  ~ nk_2 qC-3 
Let A=N( ik )  C~Xk+b Lm={i•A:  a( i /A)=m<~b(i/A)}, and Rm={i•A:  
b ( i /A )=m<a( i /A )}  for m~>O. Note that each of Lm and R~ is a clique and 
i e Lm w R~ implies that c(i/A) >1 m. We claim that there exists an integer p >~ O, such 
that either p = 2m and IL,,I >t 9(P) or p = 2m + 1 and IR,,I/> O(P), where 
(0) O(P) = (2/q - 1)nk if p • {0, 1}; 
(1) 0(P) = (2/q -- 2)nk if p • {2 . . . . .  6}; and 
(2) Ü(p)= 2nkq "-3, if p > 6, where m =[.p/2J. 
Let C ,={s :  ~t(W(s)c~A)=r} and A ,= w(Ux~i~,C , )nA .  By Lemma 3.3, 
e(A,) ~< 3r. Let G(p) = 9(3p) + 9(3p + 1) + 9(3p + 2). Then by the pigeon hole prin- 
ciple, it suffices to show that for some r, 
(*r) IA, l~> ~ g(P )= ~2 G(p) 
O~<p<3r O <~ p<r 
= [{2(2 /q  - 1) + (2 /q  - 21} + {3(2 /q  - 2)} 
+ {2(2/q -- 2) + 2q} + {2q + 2(2q2)} + {2(2q 3) 
+ 2q'*} + --. + {2q 2~+~ + 2(2q2~+2)} + {2(2q 2~+3) 
+ 2q 2s+4} + " ' In  k. 
Note that JUt .< i~rCrl = (1 -- q)bnk and Ih, I = 521 ~s.~,slCsl. For a contradiction, 
suppose that (*r) fails for all r. Then IUl .< i<.,C,I <~f(r), wheref(r) is defined by 
f ( r )= ~, 1/ (p+l )G(p) .  
O <~ p<r  
But this will be impossible, since we will choose b and q so that 
(.) f(r) < b(1 - q)nk for all r. 
Now suppose that one of(0), (1), or (2) holds. If(2) holds, we can, using Lemma 3.1, 
choose an interval i e A such that c(i/A) = c/> 3 and d(i/A) >~ nkq c-3. So (E) holds. 
Let (N',I ') = E(N,I) .  
I f ( I )  holds, we can, using Lemma 3.1, choose an interval i • A such that c(i/A) >>. 1 
and d(i/A)>>.(1/q- 1)nk. Since c(i/A)>~l, i c ik .  Thus c(i/B)>ICk~>3 and 
d(i/B) >I dk + d(i/A) >>. nk/q, where B = N(ik-x)c~ (Zk u Xk+ x). So the interval i satis- 
fies condition (R). Let (N', I') = R(N, I). 
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If(0) holds, there exists a ((2/q - 1) nk)-clique K in A such that to(j /A) >1 (2/q - 1)nk. 
Since j ~ ik and d(ik/Zk) >1 nk, there exists an interval j e B* = N(ik) n (Zk U Xk+ 1) 
such that d( j /B*)  >>. nk/q. Among such intervals j, let j '  be as short as possible. Choose 
intervals Uo < ... < uc~- x < ik < Vck- 1 < "'" < VO in N( ik-  1) C~ Zk. 
First, suppose that either Ck > 3 or j ' c  ik. Let B = N( ik_OC~(ZkUXk+O.  We 
claim there exists i~  {u¢k- l , j ' , v~- l}  such that both c(i/B)>1 max {ck - -1 ,  3} and 
d(i/B) >~ nk/q: Let i = j '  unless j '  contains Uc~- 1 or v¢~_ 1, in which case let i be the 
interval in {u~, vc} contained in j ' .  Thus (R) holds. Let (N', 1') = R(N,  I). Otherwise 
Ck = 3, not j '  ~ ik, and nk >1 nk-1. 
Without loss of generality, j ' contains the left end point of ik and does not contain 
the right end point of ik. Let D=N(u2)C~Xk+l .  For each 0~<m<ct(D) ,  let 
Dm= {x ~ D: a(x/D) = m}. If x < j '  for some x E DI, then c(j ' /B) >1 Ck, which implies 
that i = j '  satisfies condition (R). Then let (N', I ') = R(N,  I). Otherwisej '  is adjacent o 
all intervals in D1. 
Suppose that, for some m/> 2, there exists an interval i in D,, such that i < ik. 
Clearly i~  j'. Then d(i/B)>1 (1/q)n~ and c(i/B)>~ Ck, ad so i satisfies (R). Then let 
(N' , I ' )  = R(N, I ) .  Otherwise ~(D) ~< 3 and all intervals in D2 are adjacent o ik. 
Suppose IDzl >~(1/q -  1)nk. Pick an interval i ' eD2 with the smallest right 
end point of all intervals in D2. So d(i' n j ' /B )  >1 nk/q and d(ik c~ i'/B) >~ nk/q. Either 
ik ~ i', and thus d(ik/B) >~ nk/q, or i' ~ j '  w ik, and thus d(i'/B) >>. nk/q. In either case 
there exists i e{ik,  i'}, which satisfies (R). Let (N ' , I ' )=  R(N, I ) .  Otherwise 
IO21 ~< (1/q -- 1)n k. 
We are left with the following situation: 
and 
Thus 
nk-1 ~ nk, 
(1 - q)bnk <~ IDI = IDol + IDII + ID21 
ID2l ~ (1/q - 1)nk. 
(b - bq - 1/q + 1)nk/2 <~ [Dsl, for some s e {0, 1}. 
Now suppose (4/q - 2)n k <~ IDs[. Then there exists an interval i' ~ D~ such that 
d(i'/D~) >~ (2/q - 1)nk. Thus there exists an interval i ~ {i', u~} such that c(i/B) >~ 1 and 
d(i/B) >I (2/q - 1)nk. But then i c ik-1 and 
d(i/C) >1 (2/q - 1)nk + nk- I  >~ (nk + nk-1)/q, 
where C=N( ik_ l )n (Zk_ lUZkwXk+l ) .  Thus (C) holds and we can let 
C(N, I )  = (N', I ' ) ,  if (4/q - 2)nk <~ (b -- bq - 1/q + 1)nk/2 <. IDol, which in turn 
holds if 
(**) (9 -- 5q)/(q(1 - q)) <~ b. 
We complete the proof  by noting that both (*) and (**) are satisfied if b = 25.72 and 
q = 0.58. [] 
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